FACULTY PASSES NEW RULE FOR CUTS

Number of Cuts Allowed
Will Be Proportioned to Number of Hours Carried.

At a recent meeting of the facul-
ty the following amendment to the law of Kenyon College relating to the smiles was passed:

The maximum number of absences which a student may have in any semester without the loss of credit is limited to 45. The actual number of absences will be counted at the end of the semester. One hour for each hour of absence will be charged against the student's account, and where more than 45 absences are incurred during the semester, the student will be dismissed.

At the time of this amendment there was a general concern about the amount of time students were spending on campus. The rule was designed to encourage students to use their time more efficiently and to limit the amount of time they spent away from their studies.
LET'S GET RID OF IT

We do many things without thinking why we do them. The Chinese, you know, worship their ancestors; we worship our predecessors by clinging without principle to their methods of doing things.

An example of this blind "predecessor-worship" is our failure to realize, however many years might have passed, that we should have a "hell week," and we have been having it ever since without regard for its value to the college and its consistency with Kenyon life.

Just what is the value of "hell week"? Most of us do not know. Nor have we, until lately, bothered to think about it. We shut the door to all discussion by saying that we are preserving an old tradition, and are not asked to justify it. Nor are we preserving it in a tradition, what we really mean is that we are unwilling to change things which we have been following for a long time. Why was it money was spent for a long time and thought we should have a "hell week?"

Certainly "hell week" cannot be justified on any logical basis. It cannot have any beneficial effect either on the initiates, for it is not foolish to think that one week of punitive punishment can improve a man's character. If the members of the "hell week" for 15 or 20 years of life have failed.

And, in recent years, even the idea that "hell week" is fun for the active member of the fraternity, it is more and more beginning to be seen that "hell week" in many instances is too long and too severe. Even if "hell week" were fun for the active, it could not be justified, for pleasure gained at the expense of someone else's pain shows lack of both humanity and reason.

The truth of the matter is that "hell week" is degrading at Kenyon—it is on its way out. Under the pressure of clearer thinking, the "hell periods" are getting shorter, the physical punishment is being eliminated or modified. All this combined custom of "hell week" needs to send it on its way a good show.

Moreover, if fraternities are to continue at Kenyon we must admit that the College is to be responsible for them. Fraternity must grow up with the college. "Hell week" may have been consistent with the Kenyon in the rough and ready pioneer days, but it has ceased to be consistent with the Kenyon of today. The continued existence of our fraternities must be made consistent with the college standards and at the college. It cannot be founded on such inappropriate practices as "hell week." The College, in the interest of the college, act now to eradicate this, for it is evident from the material of the individual fraternity chapters, from any inter-fraternity council, or from the Student Assembly. The leadership for this move should come from the class of 37—for it is this class which represents a link between the old and the new at Kent, and should be able to look dispassionately at affairs of both the old and the new. If it succeeds in this venture the class of 37 will have made a more significant contribution to Kenyon life than by any material gift.

In structure, tone and spirit, Kenyon is akin to the more progressive Eastern colleges and universities. We have heard it referred to as the "Oxford of the West." Why, then, do we cling to this unseemly practice of "hell week," a relic entirely incompatible with the true Kenyon?

"AMACO"

"AMACO"
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we must save our company—and finally there was the last, happiest, tumultuous, tear-stained event.

Nominating and electing candidates in the net of depression. Threaten all this turmoil, however, is the central theme of the AMACO, President and director, and Kent, but the future of AMACO.

Great credit for the success of the years may go to the AMACO, President and secretary, and Kent, but the future of AMACO is in the hands of the men who are to continue it.

New CUT SYSTEM
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 Wagner was most interested in the following schedule:

17 hours—15 cuts
13 hours—17 cuts
10 hours—19 cuts
7 hours—20 cuts
6 hours—25 cuts
5 hours—20 cuts
4 hours—21 cuts
3 hours—16 cuts
2 hours—35 cuts
1 hour—21 cuts
30 minutes—15 cuts
20 minutes—20 cuts
15 minutes—25 cuts
10 minutes—14 cuts
5 minutes—25 cuts
3 minutes—20 cuts
2 minutes—15 cuts
1 minute—30 cuts
30 seconds—20 cuts
15 seconds—25 cuts
10 seconds—30 cuts
5 seconds—35 cuts
2.5 seconds—40 cuts
1.5 seconds—45 cuts
1 second—50 cuts
60 seconds—50 cuts.

To the Editor of the Collegian:

In the last term of the "College" a letter was published which referred to the present Executive Committee which holds the election of the business manager and editor.

Mr. Gray suggests in his letter that the election should entirely be in the hands of the staff of that paper. He further states that the Executive Committee should do in a position, that a election, that a depression period, that there may be "canon poli-" present in the contest.

Organizational Explained

Of all campus selection, pre-"p浓缩tural" Kenyon's the most. All are pre- ventions."

The Executive Committee does not play any selection, newspaper and the "Collegian" business will be, in most, one of the best qualifications for the position, but as long as the business manager is great, for one hundred dollars for the year, NRED and MFR. It will be especially in the interest of the students to have Mr. Cameron, the newspaper editor, as one of the student assembly team.

Two years ago the Executive Committee elected both the editor, and the business manager of the "Collegian." To furnish a more complete newspaper and another editorial staff, it granted the "Collegian" power to appoint its own editor. The Executive Committee, however, has found that the editor, for his part, has not been by the paper in the habits of the student assembly, and the student assembly, the Editor Committee, as the request for the Executive Committee, that only in this way are the students of Kenyon assured that the newspaper they are paying for will be well edited, and that their nine dollar assembly fee will be returned as a profit.

To the Editor of the Collegian:

The Executive Committee, that first time, elected a "Collegian" with no previous "Collegian" experience, but a man rich in experience of problems met in his position as associate business manager and member of the advertising staff of the "HITMA", for the last two years, problems similar, if not identical, with the "Collegian." There were only four positions for the past two years of Business Manager, Mr. W. P. Lennard, Mr. Dawson, and Dr. H. J. Allen, and Mr. Robert H. Long. After the first discussion period and Mr. Lennard dropped, the former became so inexperienced that he dropped the letter because the "Collegian" felt that the applicant should have had at least one previous year of Kenyon attendance.

"Politics" Absent

I do not prejudge in trying to publish the minutes of the Executive Committee relative to the "Collegian," but I may assure you the readers that any favor for Liberalism or suppression of the vote in the election, that a depression period, that there may be "canon poli-" present in the contest. Organizational Explained

Of all campus selection, pre-preventions."

The Executive Committee does not play any selection, newspaper and the "Collegian" business will be, in most, one of the best qualifications for the position, but as long as the business manager is great, for one hundred dollars for the year, NRED and MFR. It will be especially in the interest of the students to have Mr. Cameron, the newspaper editor, as one of the student assembly team.
INTRAMURAL NOTES

By Ed Dandridge

With interests in intramural participation at a higher pitch than ever before, there seems to be a definite need for a weekly column in the "Collegian" where we can find the latest news, recaps, results of recent contests, announcements of coming events and other items of interest in the interscholastic sports program. This column is an experiment, and we want to try it.

The column will attempt to present items of interest in the various activities, both intramural and athletic, at Kenyon College.

Harry North has informed us that the basketball program is off to a good start. The first two games were tied, one with a score of 52-52 and the second one with a score of 66-66. The third game, against the Ohio State University, was a close one, with the Kenyon team losing by a score of 76-72.

The intramural program for the fall semester is underway, with the first games being played in the gym. The first game was between the freshman and junior teams, with the senior team winning by a score of 18-14. The second game was between the junior and senior teams, with the junior team winning by a score of 16-14.

The intramural program will continue throughout the semester, with games being played on a weekly basis. It is hoped that this will provide a good opportunity for students to participate in sports and to enjoy themselves.

The intramural program is open to all students, and anyone interested in participating is encouraged to contact the intramural director, Ed Dandridge, at the college.

The fall semester is an exciting time for sports, and the Kenyon College community is looking forward to a successful season.
AL MINGALONE (above, and at right) never knows where the next assignment will take him. Whenever news is breaking, Al's there grinding out film, script, uniting, heedless of danger. And where he goes, his Camels go with him. "I count on my healthy nerves and good digestion to see me through," says Al. "I smoke a lot—Camels every time. Camels don't jangle my nerves. That saying for digestion's sake—smoke Camels' is made-to-order for me." Yes, with fine-casting Camels digestion gets off to a smooth start. The flow of digestive fluids speeds up—alkalinity increases—you feel at ease. As steady smokers say: "Camels set you right!"

FOR DIGESTION'S SAKE — SMOKE CAMELS
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Yackety track men are not eligible to compete in events in which they have ever won meet points.

There is, by the way, no cap for "B" basketball, but the score counts toward the victory trophy.

You bait-casters should bring back your fly rods after vacation. The flyway will be run about the middle of May down by the Kokosing. There will be three floating rings at 50, 75 and 100 feet from the casting point. A hit on any part of a ring is perfect, and hits not on or in the rings are to be judged as accurately as possible.
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